
INTENSIVE,
GUIDED 
ON-TRACK  
E-KART
EXPERIENCE
AGES 6 - 12 



SPARK LITE

£325
For drivers with no previous track or driving
experience, to develop into Spark X, or just to
try out karting in a controlled environment. 

For drivers with previous driving experience,
or who have completed SPARK LITE, essential
track learning for kart racing.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Drivers build their on-track experience, knowledge and confidence through an
intensive day(s) course.  The programme is split into two:

Spark Lite gets to grips with the basics of being in a kart, controlling a kart and
track safety for those with no previous driving experience.

Spark X advances drivers basic knowledge into more technical racing knowledge,
preparing them for safe racing on track. 

Drivers will be provided with race suit, helmet and equipment! All lessons are a
combination of pit lane and track time at some of the best UK tracks.

SPARK X

£325

Book both at once and go from no experience
to race-ready, upon successful completion! 

SPARK LITE + SPARK X 

£600



SPARK LITE

The programme's aim is to introduce new drivers to the
sport, whether your aspiration is racing or just trying  a new
hobby! We'll teach the basics of operating and driving a kart
safely.

In these sessions, we emphasise building confidence and
having fun. The programme is split  into 3 sessions, which
adopt interactive methods of education to capture the
children's attention. Their knowledge is put to practice on
track, at controlled speeds which are guided by our team. 

 Instructor Briefing  
 Programme Overview
 Circuit Inspection (Track walk
and diagram) 
 Safety equipment
 Getting in and out of the kart
 Kart controls

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

For drivers with no previous track or driving experience, to develop into
Spark X, or just to try out karting in a more controlled environment. 

WHAT TO EXPECT WHAT WILL BE COVERED
7. Event rules
8. Staying inside the kart -
Protection for the driver
9. Entering and leaving the circuit
10. Pit lane safety
11. Hand signals
12. Flags



- Kart Controls
- Safety Procedures
- Signals
- Flags
- Driving Standard
- Driving Techniques  
- Braking

- Concept of the Racing Line
- Correct Cornering Techniques
- Practicing Racing Lines
- Practicing Cornering Techniques
- Practicing understanding of Hand
Signals and Flags 
- Braking

SPARK LITE For drivers with no previous track or driving experience, to develop into
Spark X, or just to try out karting in a more controlled environment. 

LESSON 1 LESSON 2 LESSON 3 
- Timed laps putting to practice
learnings from Lesson 1 and 2. 
- Braking



SPARK X

The programme's aim is to continue the development of
drivers from the Sparks Lite programme or drivers that
have some commercial basic driving experience, and wish
to progress onto kart racing.

The sessions cover the essentials needed for racing
electric karts on track. 

 Instructor Briefing, refresher
of the circuit 
 Programme Overview
 Circuit Inspection (Track walk,
diagram, racing lines) 
 Safety equipment
 Getting in and out of the kart
refresher

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

For drivers with previous driving experience, or who have completed
SPARK LITE, essential track learning for kart racing.

WHAT TO EXPECT WHAT WILL BE COVERED
6. Event rules
7. Entering and leaving the circuit
refresher 
10. Pit lane safety refresher
11. Hand signals
12. Flags refresher and extended 



SPARK X For drivers with previous driving experience, or who have completed
SPARK LITE, essential track learning for kart racing.

- Driving Lines theory
- Apex theory
- Cornering theory
- Flags Q&A
- Refresher: Kart Operation 
- Refresher: Getting in/out of kart
- Entering/Exiting Pit Lane
- Braking

- Concept of the Racing Line
- Correct Cornering Techniques
- Practicing Racing Lines
- Practicing Cornering Techniques
- Marking Homework
- Overtaking safely
- Competence Assessment
- Braking

LESSON 4 LESSON 5 LESSON 6 
- What to expect at a race meeting
- How a race meeting is structured
- Who attends a race meeting
- Driving standards
- Introducing 'Race and Respect'
- Braking
- Completed with a standing-start
race on the circuit 



Click to Email

HAVE QUESTIONS?

WANT TO BOOK?
Click to Book on our Website

Click to chat LIVE Click to chat on Facebook

SPARK LITE

£325
For drivers with no previous track or driving
experience, to develop into Spark X, or just to
try out karting in a controlled environment. 

For drivers with previous driving experience,
or who have completed SPARK LITE, essential
track learning for kart racing.

SPARK X

£325

Book both at once and go from no experience
to race-ready, upon successful completion! 

SPARK LITE + SPARK X 

£600

https://www.facebook.com/TotalKartingZero
https://www.instagram.com/totalkartingzero/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/72505517
https://www.facebook.com/RobSmedleyElectroheadsMotorsport
https://electroheadsmotorsport.com/sparks-events
mailto:info@totalkartingmotorsport.com
https://totalkartingmotorsport.com/sparks-events
https://totalkartingmotorsport.com/
https://www.facebook.com/messages/t/102776534667128

